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A SUPERFLUOUS PREFACE

Several years ago it occurred to me that the lifeless artificial scenery used in

theatres could be most effectually replaced by cinema-views of people and

objects, cast from behind the screen, and made to harmonise with the acting on

the stage. I expected then that so simple an idea would not long remain

unexploited, and so did not trouble to make use of it. But reflection proves

that the simplest theories are those which generally escape notice ; and that

many people refrain from putting their theories into practice, because they infer

their fallibility, since such theories have not already been employed.

In brief, this new method combines the features of both stage and cinema

which are merged in each other as in a cyclorama, and between which there is

so much interaction as to unify stage and screen into a fresh vehicle possessing

the limitations of neither—having neither the inarticulateness of the biograph-

screen, nor the crude unreality of the stage in all outdoor scenes where the

presentation of people in the distance and of traffic is, in fact, quite impossible
;

for which reason all stage-craft is circumscribed and in practice confined almost

altogether to the representation of interiors.

By this new method people (or even motor cars, cabs, carts, bicycles, flocks

of sheep, dogs, birds, and so forth) can be represented in a perfectly natural

manner, the dramatic illusion being greatly intensified by the fact that they can be

seen passing from stage to screen, and from screen to stage either per the wings

or else through some opening in the screen (or screens), this opening being con-

cealed from the audience by some appropriate objects on the stage, such as a

bathing-tent, pillar-box, summer-house, bush, heap of rubble or timber, or

stationary waggon ; or it would, in a dim light, be possible for actors to enter

directly through slits cut in the screen.

The advantages accruing to this method are many and remarkable, the

range and scope of the combined cinema-stage being enormously increased. For

example, a large steamer may be seen crossing a harbour crowded with shipping,

and then when it has reached the pier (at an accelerated speed, if desired) the

passengers and their friends meeting them may be seen fluctuating between stage

and screen, some being visible now on the stage and then immediately on the
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screen; and conversely. So, too, very striking and brilliant and sensational

effects can be produced with horse-racing, bathing parties, dancing, sport, flying,

or with thrilling accidents, or again with the comicalities of fake-photography,

or with fantastic and mysterious or magical representations of ghosts, fairies,

and impossible occurrences—and so on. This new method must give life

to the whole environment, the stage acquiring dominion over every phase of

human experience, freed from the cramped seclusion of shut rooms—for the

present stage cannot effectually and truly exhibit any scene exterior to the walls

of some building—the hopeless falsity of empty fields, bare roads and moun-
tains, and stiff painted gardens and trees, all being too glaringly self-evident

;

but with this new method even the scenery will depict motion as well as form

;

and conversely the cinema, or magic-lantern, is just as capable of portraying the

walls and windows of a library or drawing-room as the scene-painter himself

;

the concrete furniture, of course, being in each instance the same. Moreover,

any number of people can be brought forward on to the stage from the screen,

and passing from stage to screen, there remain in sight—thus a few actors could

speak the parts of a multitude ; or—in an ordinary play for a dozen characters

—

three or four people could do all the talking, the rest of the dramatis personae

being (in turn) visible on the screen. Similar innovations are no doubt legion.

The facility of change of scene is a further advantage, and the cheapness with

which the scenery can be produced should assist the popularity of this method.

To sustain the harmonious interaction of stage and screen it is necessary to make
it evident that the actors on the stage are actually and immediately the same
persons on the screen (which can be facilitated with the help of conspicuous

costumes)—and that the actors on the screen are all conscious of the actors

on the stage—which can be shown by their gestures and so forth ; also the actors

on the stage can by their speech indicate the people and occurrences visible

on the screen. The illusion can be further helped by the interaction of casual

and irrelevant persons, as in a street scene, or on the turf, news-boys, jockeys

and so on, dovetailing (as it were) the screen into the stage in passing from

stage to screen, and from screen to stage. In every way this new device should

very decidedly enhance the illusion of reality, and I think that every mechanical

difficulty has been anticipated and provided for ; for example, preferably the

moving scenery should be cast from the back of the stage so as best to avoid

the shadows of the actors ; and from a height, so that the audience shall not see

the glare of the lens. The players will be illuminated as far as necessary from
the wings and from above, and not by footlights ; and probably the best results

would be obtained by having the light as dim as possible and most positively not

as bright as possible—the existing convention which is so much to the detriment
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of scenic illusion and dramatic effect. But anyhow, no light thrown on the

actors would reach or modify the screen.

Enough has, no doubt, been said to indicate the great possibilities of this

process. The decay of the drama runs parallel with the development of

stage-machinery, for so-called realism is consistently opposed to dramatic

illusion. Scenery and make-up should never be intrusive, and only so much
light should fall upon the actors as will enable the audience to observe suffi-

ciently their features and facial expressions ; but modulations of voice should

express alike the most intense and the most delicate emotions; for it is mainly

the language of the dramatist that should enliven and illuminate his play.

Limelight is as surely destructive of scenic effect as the sun is destructive of the

beauty of the stars.

It is always to be remembered that the period of truly great drama was

when the stage was unhampered by the ridiculous pretensions of actors; when

actresses did not exist ; and when there was neither lighting nor scenery. The
rise of the actor has, in particular, been prejudicial to the reputation of the

theatre. Acting is an art scarcely worthy of the name—an opinion confirmed

by the fact that so many of the most striking scenes in photo-plays are those

enacted by children, savages, and beggars, and incidentally by ordinary people,

casual performers, who all play their parts in a way different from professional

celebrities, simply on account of their freedom from stiffness and restraint. A
good memory, a flexible and euphonious voice, a pliant figure and an adaptable

manner—these are the essentials of all good acting. The greatest actor can

have no more genius than his own disguise. At best he is the mouthpiece of

the dramatist.

It is not, I think, too much to claim for this method that only thus can

the finest plays be even approximately well presented. As an accompaniment

to the greatest English tragedies, the conventional setting of the stage is usually

an impertinence and little else, magnifying the puerile pretensions of the actors

at the author's expense. This new method should facilitate the production of

classic drama in such a fashion as would have gained the approval and applause

of Shakespeare's great contemporaries. The excellent plays of Marlowe,

Heywood, and Dekker, and the terrible tragedies of Webster, Ford, and of

Beaumont and Fletcher, have been staged hardly at all since the Restoration

;

for most of these plays are quite beyond the scope and range of the existing

convention. Yet the work of these dramatists could be readily adapted to the

stage-cinema process, while, also, judicious curtailments could be made in order

to present their work in such a manner as to meet the natural modification of
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taste in our audiences of to-day—the longest passages could be reduced or

excised and their import either aided or replaced by action on the screen ; and
at the same time, too, a discreet editing should conspicuously present the bril-

liant rhetoric and magnificent poetry, which fills their pages with vitality and
truth.

Innumerable illustrations at once suggest themselves in vindication of this

contention. The second act in Othello opens at a seaport in Cyprus : how
perfectly this scene could be rendered, with the water in motion, birds on the

wing, and ships sailing by, while the people throng the road and pier to await

Othello's arrival. Or, again, how telling the illusion would be in the first

scene of the first act of The Tempest, where the wrecked vessel is being buffeted

in the storm, huge crested billows shining under the moon, and broken clouds

streaming across the sky. The atmosphere of this haunted island must elude

every ingenious plan which, by any other means, attempts to enthral the imagina-

tion; for in this play, as in A Midsummer Nighfs Dream, our necessary craving

for space and air is absolutely insistent, so that the only device that can make
the gratification of this want in any way feasible, becomes quite indispensable.

Thus we could actually see Puck or Ariel flying and fluttering through the sway-

ing branches or skimming over rippling brooks, hiding themselves in a clump of

bulrushes bending to the breeze, and then immediately they would be laughing

and tumbling on the stage, their wings at rest.

Hitherto stage entrances and exits have invariably been abrupt and dis-

cordant. This fault would cease. We can picture Hamlet and Horatio

—

on the screen—strolling among the tombs, while the two clowns go through

with their piece of comic relief ; and then also, presently, how effectively could

the procession of priests and royal mourners be shown in the distance slowly pro-

gressing from screen to stage, leaving in their rear eddies of people vaguely

assembling and dispersing, their unassertive forms thus properly and propor-

tionately subordinate, and incomparably more realistic than the too-too solid

flesh of the fifty or sixty supers, the arbitrary symbols of a multitude, each one

blatantly alive and aggressively real, their very presence a discord.

It is very seldom that any theatre dares to produce King Lear, which is

patently too tremendous, and cannot be confined on a wooden platform shut in

with painted canvas. One might almost as well hope to imprison an eagle in a

canary-cage, as hope to circumscribe this colossal tragedy within the restrictions

of the conventional theatre
;
yet the fact that this play was written for the stage

proves that it can still be acted under suitable conditions. So many of the

scenes are laid in the open country, and the action is so vast, the scheme so

titanic, that distance, space, and perspective are absolutely indispensable. There
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are over forty scenes in Antony and Cleopatra, but has any modern theatrical

manager ever attempted to represent them all? Indeed, no producer of Shake-

speare ever refrains from hacking the text about to suit his own poor inspiration.

In the first place, an adequate performance of his plays is quite impossible

:

it is as though one tried to put an armful of the live world into an empty

picture-frame. There are many battle-scenes among the old dramatists, now
ineffectually and ludicrously suggested by the onrush of a few dozen supers,

and the clattering of tin swords on tin breast-plates ; but with this combined

method of the stage-cinema, it would be possible to exhibit, on the screen,

thousands of men fiercely fighting, while some thirty or forty would keep coming

on to the stage as if from the screen, passing off at the wings, in this manner
sustaining an illusion of continuity, as of an army in battle, or, again, as of an

army on the march.

The reason why our classic drama is not more often acted, is because the

true, though unconscious, insight of the public resents and condemns the his-

trionic fashion, appropriate to the unpsychological and invertebrate sensation-

dramas of to-day, but violently out of keeping with the mighty masterpieces of

three centuries ago ; for the modern stage is, perhaps, the only anachronism

which the Elizabethans would have found it impossible to endure. A play,

in short, requires just so much, and just as little, scenery as will neither cramp
nor absorb the appreciation of an attentive audience.

Unfortunately, to-day the Elizabethan drama, whenever staged, is treated

pictorially ; a practice fundamentally wrong ; for our old plays were written to

be declaimed, their appeal being aural and not visual. It is possible that a

blind man, the contemporary of Shakespeare and Ford, may have witnessed

Julius Caesar, The Sun's Darling, Cymbcline, The Duchess of Malfi, or Valen-

tinian, and enjoyed it far more thoroughly than we could enjoy the same play

to-day, however well embellished and elaborated by every possible scenic device

consistent with the established convention of glare and paint. One of the

factors contributing to the astounding output of dramatic genius during the

period lasting from the appearance of Tamburlane to the death of Shirley, was
the fact that playwrights were neither pampered nor coerced ; strength and
originality were requisite, sincerity also, and the love of such work for its own
sake; and for these reasons success was impossible to the pretender. The
author of those days did not find himself perpetually brought into a humiliating

state of rivalry with his own satellites. But the modern writer of tragedy has

become little more than an accessory to the activities of scene-painter and
stage-carpenter, a state of affairs discernible in the time of Sheridan also, as we
may judge from The Critic.
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Of recent years some excellent comedies have appeared, but these, however,

all hark back to the tradition of Etherege and Congreve ; and in them, there-

fore, artificially is a merit rather than a fault. The best plays of Wilde,

Pinero, and Maugham, are typical of the comedy of manners, and in them there

is little need for any very penetrating psychology; and thus it is that they are

not inappropriate to the modern stage-setting. But, on the contrary, great

tragedy is impossible without the most subtle and discerning characterisation.

That is where Beaumont and Fletcher failed, and that is why such plays as

Philaster and Valentiriian, filled with poetry and rhetoric, fall necessarily far

below such plays as Julius Caesar or Coriolanus. Whatever the troubles suf-

fered by Dekker, Marston and Massinger, at least they were independent as

regards the construction of their plays ; but their modern successor finds that

all he writes must possess a digestion capable of assimilating the capricious

qualifications of both actor and manager. Dekker and Middleton were, at

least, spared the necessity of prostituting pride and genius to the personal vanity

of overdressed actresses or the immobility of painted scenery.

The fundamental mistake has been in regarding the stage as a picture and

not as an arena for action. The very derivation of the word Drama has been

forgotten in modern practice; for the drama should represent action—it is a

study in psychology : a certain number of people are brought together because

of a common interest in some occurrence or idea; and the result is dramatic

action. The writer of tragedy particularly is obliged to analyse and portray

the respective characters of his men and women ; it is the play of their motives,

emotions, and words, that add climax to climax, their language being coincident

with the delineation of the plot. In filling their parts, the actors and actresses

can have neither time nor ability for anything else, any extraneous embellish-

ment being a distraction from the purpose of the author, and a positive detri-

ment to the play itself.

It is often pleaded that the cost of theatrical production precludes fhe

presentation of our old tragedies ; but if these old plays are suitably presented

the cost is almost negligible. From time to time there are rumours of some

fresh agitation in favour of a national theatre, which is, of course, to be endowed

by charity and sustained by public funds for the exclusive benefit of enthusiasts

whose object is their own peculiar interpretation of classic plays—and not the

plays themselves as works of art in dialogue. The finest tragedy has always

been spontaneous in origin, and should be presented as near as can be in its own
naked simplicity. Any sulDsidy for the purpose of a national theatre would,

like many other Government adventures, be disastrous, and any such improper

attempt to revive the theatre could only hasten its degeneration. The great hope
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for the literary drama is that authors will come to see that their own importance

is paramount, the setting and acting of their plays being significant only because

indispensable, being to the spoken play what paper and type are to the printed

book. The Elizabethan stage itself was almost quite bare, and consequently

the drama was sublime ; while, on the other hand, enormous sums were lavished

on the costly presentation of masques ; and of these, few survive except those

of Ben Jonson, the best examples of the masque, yet all far inferior to his

dramatic work. The substitution of magic-lantern views for painted scenery

could, long ago, have done much to revive the drama in enabling the author to

protect himself against the parasitical suffocation suffered by him at the hands

of the various professions and trades dependent upon him. Whatever makes

for the economy in the production of drama must make for its strength, beauty,

and vitality. This fact also affords an additional argument in favour of the

method here described.

In submitting "A Nocturne" to general criticism I may, I hope, justify

its appearance on the score of novelty in the vehicle employed, for I believe that

this dramatic sketch enjoys the distinction of conforming by anticipation to the

proximate type indicated by the evolution of the stage. Although, concisely, a

study in pathology, this short drama does not contravene morality, but rather

indeed testifies to the degenerating results of a universal vice. Much gratuitous

nonsense has been written to the effect that morality and art are mutually

independent—a lamentable fallacy; for the test of all art is its utility, and, as

Sir William Hamilton, the great Scotch metaphysician remarks, "the utilitarian

is simply one who prefers the useful to the useless ; and," he adds, "who does

not?" Art is pleasurable and not painful; and being pleasurable, it is bene-

ficial, and, so, useful. Art, therefore, must be held to be conducive to morality;

and so, too, no doubt, from the aesthetic standpoint, morality may be esteemed

subsidiary to art, the wheel coming full circle ; these two begetting each other as

day begets night ; and night, day. But whoever believes in pain for pain's

sake may with some show of reason deny the validity of this argument.

"A Nocturne" is a brief example of the type of play suitable to this

method of reciprocity between cinema and stage ; and I trust that this fact may
serve as an apology for its faults and shortcomings ; especially, moreover, since

this sketch was hastily written expressly for the purpose of illustrating this

innovation.

E. J. R. A.

"Scarboro," Toorak, Victoria.
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ACT I.

Scene I.

( The scene represents a pier, at night, shown partly on the

biograph-screen prolonged outward from the stage, which also forms
part of it. There are dim lights on both stage and screen which, as

in a cyclorama, mingle imperceptibly. The moon is visible. There
are big black clouds in the sky and the sea is fairly rough. A few
fishing-smacks are tossing at anchor. The breaking of the waves on
the beach is audible; so also the music of a distant band; and from
another quarter the voice of a woman singing. People are walking
up and down the pier, passing from stage to screen and from screen

to stage. In the foreground on the screen a girl can be seen sitting

on a chair happily engaged in talking to tzvo men, one at her side,

the other lounging at her feet. A group of three or four men stroll-

ing forward pass from the screen on to the stage.)

One Man. She's beautiful

!

Another. I have been watching her

—

She knows they both love her.

Another. So both are lost.

The First Man. They could not help it—I have been like them.

She burnt me to the soul with some desire

—

Not mine, not hers, though always through her

eyes

15
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A Man.

Another.

A Man.

Another.

A Man.

Another.

Shone such a wistful longing that my life

Was perjured from myself, till luckily

She tired of me and jilted me . . . And now
Both Keith and Mark, who are the best

friends,

Love her.

of

And she has chosen Keith.

I know.
Hear how their hollow laughter echoes her . . .

You'd almost think them dead ... I don't know
why.

She's very fond of Keith.

She loves herself.

Well, so she should! What else is there to love?

I'm nothing in her eyes—but I love her

More than I love the air I breathe—my life

Is pleasant only when I think of her

—

She's most delightful.

Every woman is

When she is happy.

There's Keith standing up.

She told me: she loves Keith. She loved him
when

Two years ago he flung himself, half mad
With drink, about the town. How he'd laugh

then!

Laugh like a frantic devil, week on week,
Aflame with gin or rum or anything.

Mad, most abominable

—

I knew him then.

The lowest blackguard when he's drunk, he is

When sober, sure, the finest man I know

—

So now he has reformed, here's his reward

—
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A Man.

Another.

A Man.

Another.

A Man.

Another.

A Man.

Another.

She stuck to him. He's going to marry her.

He has not touched a drink for two years now.

She's going to marry him when she comes back

—

She sails for England in two days-

Poor Mark!

Poor Mark and Keith have always been such

friends

—

I'll bet that Keith's as sorry for old Mark
As he is happy on his own account.

Keith is so sympathetic

—

And so kind.

Keith is the straightest man on earth.

He is

So decent

—

Honest

—

Honorable

—

He is

The finest man I know—but when he drinks

He is the filthiest blackguard in the world.

( The girl, helped to her feet by Keith, rises, stretches and walks

forward of the screen and on to the stage, Mark and Keith at her

side. The men on the stage meet them. They pass hack on to the

screen, laughing and talking. The scene fades away into darkness.)



Scene II.

(The sitting-room in Mark's flat. The lights of the City, and

of trams and motor-cars, are visible through a large open window.
The screen shows only the movements of traffic in the street.

There are easy chairs, settees and a table, on which there are several

glasses and a tantalus of spirits. Mark's friends are preparing to

leave as Keith enters unexpectedly, nodding to each in turn. Mark
hands the decanter of whisky to one of the men. They all excuse

themselves. Keith intercepts a glance of hesitation cast at him and
then at the drink, and takes the refusal personally.)

One of the Men. No, not for me.

Another. No more for me to-night.

Mark. You will not, either?

One of the Men. No, thanks.

Another. None for me.

Keith {to the man
nearest him) You just mean—not with me?
{He pauses, takes a glass, and seems to be about to help

himself to whisky.)

The Man. I am your friend.

Keith. O you're insulting!

One of the Men. No—it's our regard.

Another. Come, Keith, you understand—a man like you

—

It's death—it's worse

Keith {argumenta-
tifve) Well, for my pride's sake, say.

Or for my honour

—

18
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One of the Men.

Another (forward
aside to Mark

)

,

Mark.
The Man.

Keith.

One of the Men.
Mark {with a

covert glance

at Keith).

Keith.

One of the Men.
Mark.

Keith.

One of the Men.
Another {aside to

him )

.

Another.
Another.

All insidious lies.

Be happy in your own esteem and ours.

Don't touch the stuff, man—don't!

For two good years

He did so fear to lose her he kept straight.

There's nothing to restrain him now she's gone.

If he can drink in secret

—

And he will

—

I know. Look now. Look at his hungry eyes:

He's got the thirst of two long years to quench.

You chaps aren't going?

Yes.

O I love drink

!

It lifts you up to heaven. Why, every glass

Half deifies you. When the morning comes,

I'll stave it off for just another day

—

Then for another.

O I've done all that

—

I'm half inclined {He fingers the decanter.)

Don't. Don't.

Why shouldn't he?
You treat him like a child

—

You all insult

Me. I have strength enough to drink when I

Choose—if I care to. Do I choose? That's all.

Why should I be so abject as to fear

Temptation? {He lifts up the decanter.)

Don't.

I would not drink with him.

Nor I.

Nor I.
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Another {aside to

Mark).

Mark.
One of the Men.
Mark.
One of the Men.
Keith.

Keith.
Mark.
Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

Mark.
{Laughing) .

Keith.

He goes quite mad with just

A taste, a smell—One glass for him becomes
A flood—the darkness drowns him—and he

drinks,

Drinks till he falls, each night, day after day;
For him each glass means just a hundred more
Than any other man would dream about.

You're really going?

Sorry, but I must.

You too? And you?
You coming, Keith?

Not I.

( The men all go out except Keith and Mark.)
Now I can breathe

!

Cigar or cigarette?

ril have my pipe. {He eyes the tantalus.)

Vm half inclined

You do
Just as you please—and who can question it?

Some gin or whisky? You want cheering up

—

Or beer? Or wine?
I'm half inclined to—yes

—

I shall not see her for six months—six months '

There's time enough then for a noble spree 1

What, shall we toss?

We'll talk about it first. . . .

{He Jills a glass of whisky, puts it to his lips, and then, without

touching it, replaces the full glass on the table. Mark grins sar-

donically. Keith fills a tuynbler with soda-water and gulps it doivn.

He makes himself comfortable in his chair and lights his pipe. Mark
again smiles, catches his friend's eye and involuntarily becomes exceed-

ingly grave—then he throws back his head and laughs. He gets up
and mixes himself some whisky, pushing the decanter towards Keith.

There is darkness.)



Scene III.

{A month has passed since the previous scene. A poorly fur-

nished room with a large open window looking out over wharves and
factories. During this scene several boats and ships pass up and down
the river. )

Keith. I do like whisky, Mark.
Mark {remorsefully)

.

I did last night.

Keith {almost

contemptuously) . You've lost the knack.

Mark {protesting)

.

We've had our little spree

—

It's three days now, Keith. I am sorry—straight.

Let's cut it out.

Keith. I'm not half ready yet

To make myself believe that I repent.

Why, I have got five months before she comes
Back—then I must be sober !—so till then

I am quite sure I must be very drunk.

I've got to do it: here's the booze, you see.

Mark. You are most callous.

Keith. No—I think of her

—

I hate to think of her mortality!

I hate to think that she shall some day die

!

She's gone away—she'll be away so long
I'm half afraid to count the days and hours.

For every minute most oppressively

Reviles my longing. She has gone away
And taken with herself part of my life

—

Because I love her !—Truly, that is true.

{He speaks clearly, articulately , sensibly ; but his tones and his

gestures indicate that he is in a very advanced stage of intoxication.)

21
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A man must have some faith if he would live:

I've given all my faith to her!—I am
As purposeless and empty as the wind,

Or as a leaf or straw blown down the street;

And so I shall remain till she returns

—

That's why I'm thirsty,

{He helps himself generously to much whisky and less water,

drinks it; and laughs.)

Mark
(
appealingly )

Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

Come—I've got my yacht

—

Come up with me to Sydney—then up north.

We'll lie out on the deck and smoke and drowse:
You'll dream away the months in half a day

—

Dream them away? Yes, and I'll drink as well..

When I am married I'll reform, of course

:

That's most depressing. No. I'll just stop here.

We'll drink until we see what drink can do.

It put us up among the gods last night

—

And now we're simmering, both of us, in hell.

Here. Fill your glass, man! Drink and laugh

again.

We'll be as dead as dust in fifty years.

Perhaps in fifty minutes—Who can tell?

We take each breath on sufferance

—

Life's a curse

!

Drink and we'll pledge the darkness—drink

again

!

{He fills their glasses with whisky and water and presents one

to Mark with mock solemnity. Mark accepts it critically, reluctantly.

Keith swallows his at a draught and replenishes his glass. There is

darkness.)



Scene IV.

(Another month has elapsed. It is late at night. A hack street

in the slums, outside a miserable poor-looking hotel, is represented

partly on the screen and partly on the stage. Trams and motor cars

are visible in the distance. Occasionally people pass by from stage

to screen, and from screen to stage. Mark and Keith appear. Mark
i\s fairly sober. His attitude is one of protest. Keith is very drunk,

yet by no means incoherent. He is, however, in a most pitiable con-

dition of drunken depravity. His speech is thick. His clothes are

dirty. He is barely recognisable.)

Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

I know what I am when I'm drunk. I'll drink

Another month yet.

Can't you stop now?

No.
I've not half finished.

You've been drinking hard

—

Three bottles yesterday.

You're sober, Mark

—

Then I must see if I can drink still more,
Beat every record and make up for you,

Because you will renege

—

I've had enough.
You are quite dazed.

I know—I do not know
What day's to-day or if It's yesterday,

Mark, or to-morrow. . . . Here's this brandy
now,

23
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Mark.

Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

Mark
hi

I know what that is—and I know your name,

My own too, and that's all—I'm far too drunk

To condescend to think of anything

Except this potent liquor. Here's your luck

!

Where were we, say, an hour ago?

Somewhere

—

I'll bet on that: that's all.

You do not know?

Of course, I don't remember—not a thing

—

Since just about a thousand years ago.

Not since you left your rooms?

I don't know that.

I'm drunk. {He sits down on the kerb, and
produces his pipe, hunting through his poc-

kets for a match.)

You are—you're drunk! I'll tell you, Keith,

It's time that you woke up. You've sprawled

and brawled
All round the City. Luckily your face

Has got a four weeks' growth of beard, and your

Clothes are so foul with dirt that no one could

Remember you. I have known some low brutes,

But you're the lowest brute I've ever seen.

I am not angry

—

I'm sincere.—Wake up !

I'm sickened and disgusted. Wake up, man!
You've lost yourself. You're utterly befogged.

Now—can't you hear me?

Go on talking, Mark.

I'll have another drink. [He shuffles to the

Bar-door.)

{making after

m). Yes. You'll drink.
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You will not sleep. You quarrel, drink and curse,

Blaspheme and rage in every filthy den,

Me following like your shadow—I'm a fool!

Man, have some pride! I don't like doing this,

Haunting these loathsome dens, the very air

Too rank to breathe.

Keith. I'll listen while you talk

But I must drink.—Now I've begun again
The dev'l knows when I'll stop—I do not

know. . . .

{He manages to rise to his feet, and, staggering to the hotel-,

door, flounders in. Mark hesitates as if about to desert him, then,

with a shrug, as if in obedience to the inevitable, he follows Keith.
As he opens the door the interior of the hotel becomes visible \^on the
screen']. There is a rasping sound of a concertina mixed with the

jangled notes of a wheezing violin; the roar of raucous voices; and
the shrill cackling of prostitutes. Six or eight men and women totter

out at a side door and are flung off the screen on to the stage. Keith
joins them, laughing hilariously, bottles in his pocket, and a bottle in

each hand, and becomes the irresponsible, unsteady nucleus of this

riotous gang. They all pass on to the screen, reeling along the road.
Mark pauses for a moment on the stage and then follows. He tries

to remonstrate with Keith, but is repulsed by him and by his clam-
orous admirers. Mark looks back hopelessly—he re-appears upon
the stage—and then rejoins his friend. They all fade away into the
darkness.)



Scene V.

{Some weeks have elapsed since the previous scene. It is a couple

of hours after midnight. Keith and Mark can be seen staggering

along the road locked together, and so pass of the screen on to the

stage. They halt outside a wine-shop adorned with a large mirror

left half-inscribed by the signwriter. Their reflections are clearly

visible in the glass.)

Mark.

Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

I am most sorry now

—

You have done this?

I tell you—I am sorry—Wake up, man!
I'll help you.

I could curse you—^I am sick. . .

{He wrenches himself away from Mark, and for a few seconds

stands facing himself in the mirror, mute and motionless. Then he
props himself up against the wine-shop door. He is very drunk. Mark
is sober and apologetic.)

Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

Repeat all that again. I'll soak it in.

It was my wretched jealousy. I loved

Her as you loved her. Then I thought I might
Aid your temptation and incite your thirst,

Defeating all your hopes—a moment's thought,

The cause of all this trouble.

I am lost!

I am degraded past redemption. No,
There is no hope for me now—no hope—none

—

I'm gone beyond recovery ! . . .

26
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Mark.

Keith {his voice

tense and low

Mark.

Keith {calmly,

menacingly)

Mark.

Keith {his voice

a whisper)

.

We've been friends

So long, so truly, yet, you see, even I

Was not quite to be trusted. Yet you trust

These casual blackguards picked up in the street.

Don't trust them—they will dope and rob you.

God!
) . God, how the blackness in me spurts with fire

!

My brain is like a madhouse ! There are things

That I could see now—I'm afraid, afraid

—

Waves upon waves of fire consume my flesh

And bring them to existence everywhere.
Abortions so minute yet so immense
That they escape me, overwhelming me,
Now like a speck, now bigger than the skies.

Blacker than death and redder than my rage

—

I am most sorry that I tempted you.

It was my morbid jealousy. I say.

Let me—please—make amends. . . . Come home
with me. . . .

Three days will set you up

—

I've got no will

—

You've done far worse than kill me.

Take my arm

—

You'll have to sleep.

almost

Here is a knife—a knife

—

I bought to-day. I must have guessed all this

—

I've alwavs known that I must kill a man —

{He leaps forward, grasping at Mark's throat. He i^

stronger than Mark, and has him immediately in his pozver.)
far
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(vehemently)

Mark (choking)

Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

Mark.

Keith.

Mark.

I'll dig deep into you till I reach hell

!

If you were dead I'd scratch your carcase up
And stab your filthy flesh a thousand times

!

O, won't you listen?

I am lost—I'm lost!

You have betrayed, you have corrupted me

:

I could not be more vile if I'd been dead
For years on crumbling years, till my bare bones
Bit through my skin. . . . Your blood shall wet

the fire

That surges through me

—

Listen—Listen once

!

Your words have broken up my life. O you
Have perjured my ambition; making all

My hope your scorn; so your success shall not

Fail you before you die. I've got you, yes

—

Hear how the silence mocks your quivering pulse.

I'm going to kill you

—

For your own sake, stop

!

I cannot help it.

We are such old friends

—

have some pity!

If you die, perhaps
I'll still be able to live—I do not know.
I'll edge you off the earth—there is not room
For you and me together: it's too small,

Scarce bigger than a pin's head; and, myself,

1 bulge out over chaos—I'm so huge
I'm past myself and overbrim the world!

—

I can't endure it!

Wake up, man, wake up!
O can't I reach you ?
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Keith. Do not make that noise.

Mark. Don't have my blood upon you—It will curse,

Curse, curse you always

!

Keith. You are going to die.

Mark. Wake up, man, quick; wake up!

Keith. You cannot live.

See, with this blade I'll fathom hell, and then

At once touch heaven with my own happiness. . .

And trample down the earth with my desires

!

We'll laugh together then—

{Keith, having slackened his hold, Mark has managed to extri-

cate himself, and stands at hay against the zvall.)

Mark. My God, don't, dont

!

O don't come near me !

Keith. You are going to die

—

{He lunges out at his victim, plucks him from the door-way, and

then hurls him back again, chuckling frantically. They struggle

desperately; then Mark falls to the ground, his open mouth gushing

out blood. The stage is suffused with a red light. Keith lifts himself

up and catches sight of his own reflection in the mirror. He advances

toward it, gaping, shocked, dumb-founded. The blood is dripping

from his knife. He shudders away and stands motionless. Then he

cries out.)

Keith. Help, help, help ! There is murder, murder here !

{He is seized with a panic; he turns, and stands petrified before

his image in the glass. He recoils, by his gestures defending himself

from a dreaded assailant. Then stealthily he moves across the stage,

and can be seen creeping along the road, and crouching along the

footpath; and so disappears. There is darkness.)



ACT II.

Scene I.

{Four hours have passed. It is still dark, and there is a fog.

Keith can be seen walking down the street on the screen. He looks

pathetically feeble, and walks as if crippled, every step an effort.

Newsboys appear and disappear in the mist, illuminated momentarily

{on the screen) by a large arc-light. The road runs diagonally across

the stage, and is continued on the screen; and so also the footpath;

and the buildings represented on the screen are also part of the stage

scenery. The rumbling is audible of carts and lorries filled with

garden-produce bound for the early market. These becoine visible

as they pass under the arc-light. Occasionally a man passes by, and

at times a cab or car. Keith approaches. He stands on the stage, in

the middle of the road. He is facing the audience. He looks bewil-

dered. He speaks aloud to himself, fearful of his solitude.)

Keith. I don't know where I've been—I can't recall

A single thing that's happened all these weeks

—

weeks, or months, or years, or centuries?

—

Something has happened—What?—I do not

know

—

1 must have fallen down—I do not know.
I dare not think about it!—I suppose

That I've been drugged and poisoned—I feel

sick !

—

My mind is like a vault filled, filled with death

—

O I am drenched with every loathsome thought

That lacked fulfilment once in men long dead,

Too evil for expression.—I stand here
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Newsboy.

Keith.

Newsboy.

Keith.

Soaked through and through with their iniquities,

Choked up with their pollution—^for they move,
Groping and struggling in my feverish flesh.

—

I smell them; I can feel their mortal pain,

My anguish their excretion, and myself

Beyond all reclamation surely struck

By their contagion; there is no hope left

—

I dare not think what I should do if once

All in a flash—in the fraction of a gasp

—

I did not keep myself above them all.

Above these things—their refuge is my life

—

These living things long dead which torture mc
Gorged with their horror

—

{He moves hopelessly about.)

O the fool I am

!

I'll never drink, I'll never drink again!

—

Myself, I've lost myself for ever now

—

I can't remember

—

{He pauses, deeply introspective.)

Paper, paper, Sir

—

Go, go away

—

News of the murder, sir

—

O, go away

—

{The newsboy disappears. He is alone again.)

My mind is blank—There was
Some sudden hideous shock— I don't know

what

—

( The newsboys reappear, some on the stage and some on the

screen, soliciting the custom of a workman slouching by on the screen.

He buys a paper and opens it out, reading it with avidity ; and so comes
on to the stage.)
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The Man. Here's some excitement! My oath! See this,

mate?
Here's been some blood let!

Keith {indifferently). What?

The Man {highly Down by the wharves

—

appreciative) . The body slashed and minced up like raw meat.

Lord, what a scrap

!

Keith {to the man; Here, let me see the date

—

turning round) . I half thought that—so I've been drunk two
months

!

It's all a darkness in me

—

The Man {devouring
the paper) What a go!

{He wanders off.)

Keith {passing his I'll get back home—There's darkness every-

hand wearily where. . . .

across hi\s face)

.

{He shambles away, fumbling his passage along the street, pass-

ing off the stage on to the screen. The newsboys pass and repass

under the arc-light like moths around a lamp. The darkness gradu-
ally descends.)



Scene II.

(Keith is in the sitting-room of his flat, attended by his valet, an

elderly man, who is fumhling with the evening newspaper, and

evidently very ill at ease. It is night. Keith has slept all day since his

return, early in the morning, before dawn. His appearance is hag-

gard, his attitude shattered and distraught. He is pale, and when he

walks does so with difficulty, limping about the room. He is stooped

as if with age. The lights of the city and of the traffic are visible

through the open window.)

Keith. I must have slept all day. It's night again.

The Man. You've slept for fifteen hours, sir, on and off

—

The doctor gave you something

—

Keith. So he did.

I had forgotten,

{He looks up at the audience.)

( To himself meditatively

aloud) Mark—no word from Mark. . . .

( To his valet.) You say he has not called?

{The man shakes his head.)

Not once? How's that?

No message?
{The man is plainly embarrassed.)

The Man. There's some news here

—

Keith {startled by
his tone)

.

What d' you say?

The Man {very agitated;

blurting it out) . He has been murdered, sir.

Keith. Not Mark! . . . How? . . .

The Man. Here's the paper.
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Keith. Poor old Mark

!

He—murdered

!

The Man. You look sick, sir

—

Keith. Pass that jug.

Some water, quickly, {He gulps it down.) Mark!
The Man. It's sudden, sir.

Keith. My friend, my oldest friend!

The Man. Some brandy, sir—
You do look bad.

Keith {emphatically This is a shock to me.
refusing liquor) I cannot understand—Mark! Poor old chap!

{He leans forward, his head buried in his hands, his elbows on

his knees. He stays so for a few seconds; then he gets up, pacing

up and down)

.

He has been murdered ! I can't think of it

—

Wait. I feel dizzy—O this makes me mad!
I feel as though the earth had left my feet

And spilt me into space

—

The Man {sympathetically). There's nothing, sir,

Nothing that I can do?

Keith. He's dead! He's dead!
what vile brute has done this awful thing?

—

To kill a man—I don't know how it's done !

—

{then violently) But if I saw the man that murdered him,

My hands immediately would clutch his throat

And I unwittingly would strangle him

—

1 would annihilate him!—O my God! . . .

Dead, he is dead !—^I cannot think of it

—

{He drops his head into his hands again, and falls back into his

chair. His valet goes up to him, touching him gently on the shoulder.

There is darkness.)



Scene III.

{A street in the slums is represented partly on the stage and
partly on the screen; the lighted traffic and people, as in the other

scenes, interacting between screen and stage. Keith is accompanied
by several friends.)

One of His Friends. You do not see yourself as we see you.

Another. You're made of flesh, not iron.

Another. You can't endure

Beyond the limits of your brain and blood.

Another. You do not sleep. Always your eyes are fixed

Upon some fearful dark calamity.

You'll never know—Give up. You've done your
best.

Now let this end.

Another. The police have dropped the case

—

They know they'll never find the murderer—Do,
For your own sake, stop now—before this thing

Becomes a madness in you

—

Keith {positively ; resolute). I'll go on.

I've traced the brute from street to street—I've

found
Where they both lodged. He's been described

to me

—

An unwashed, foul, unshaven drunken beast,

Most hideous, most repulsive. I shall find

Him—you will see that.

A Friend. You look very tired.
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Keith.

A Friend.

Keith.

I'm almost finished.

For some three weeks now

—

Since first the news came out that he'd been
killed—

Both day and night you've worked

—

this can't

go on.

The worry will exhaust you. Give it up.

The track's all covered up—you can't succeed.

I swear I'll find his murderer, or I'll die.

( There is darkness.
)



Scene IV.

{A street in another part of the city, in the slums. It is night.

As in the other scenes, there is the interaction of people and traffic

between stage and screen. Keith is surrounded by several men, his

friends. He separates himself from them. He looks round in a
bewildered manner.)

A Friend.

Another.

A Friend.
Another.
A Friend.

Another.

A Friend.

Keith {suddenly)

A Friend.

Keith.

For six weeks now he's been like this—his eyes

Deep in the distance.

He looks very sad,

As though some half-remembered horror lay

Within him like a nightmare, stifling him
Now while he breathes.

The police have dropped the case.

There was no clue.

No sign of any clue

—

The man there butchered; nothing but the fact,

Defying all conjecture.

Keith has shown
Himself a born detective.

Day by day
He's traced Mark and his parasite, the man
Keith swears is guilty.

O I'm sure he is!

Who was the man? I know so much of him
That I'll discover all there is to know.
I wish you'd give it up.

I tell you all

I know more than I seem to know myself

—

I've found the knife that killed him. Here it is.

How do I know it is the very knife?
I found it in a garden, stained with blood.
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A Friend.

A Friend.

Keith {resuming)

A Friend.
A Friend.
Keith {to one of

his friends

)

A pawnshop dealer has confirmed my guess.

The two men called there, and, while Mark
walked on,

His low-down pal, he bought it on the sly,

Premeditating murder.
Why, Keith has

Some instinct—it's uncanny.

All this leads

Nowhere. The murderer, you may be quite sure.

Is half a world away from here by now.
Besides all this, I've got sure witnesses

Who'll swear to him if they once see him. I

Am confident that I shall see this through

—

It's useless—useless

!

Keith, Keith, give it up I

Here,

I have found
murderer's putrid

take these papers. They'll convict the

brute

If I should lose my reason.

Their lodgings and the

clothes.

So through these several clues we'll learn his

name.
This evidence will do it—it's enough,
This bundle here.—In time I'd even trace

His pedigree, just as you'd draw a line

Between two points, prolonging it until

It reaches the horizon.

A Friend. We shall see

—

He'll go on till he drops or else succeeds

—

He is so stubborn.

Keith. I shall hang the beast!

His life shall suffer for the life he took.

I've sworn that I'll devote each day, each hour
To this one purpose—and I shall not fail.

(He walks away, followed by his friends. They can be seen on
the screen moving down the street. There is darkness.)



Scene V.

{A fortnight has elapsed since the previous scene. It is night.

The lighted traffic, trams, cabs, and cars, intermittently, and people
also are visible, interacting between stage and screen. Keith is accom-
panied by two or three friends.)

A Friend.

A Friend {to him)

A Friend {coming
forward; to

Keith )

.

Keith.

A Friend.

The murderer has escaped.

He might as well

Try to recover half a pint of beer

Dropped in the ocean.

Come—Why persevere?
It's useless. Surely, now these weeks have passed
The murderer is quite safe.

I'll find him yet.

He lurks about the city somewhere.

No—
He'll be in London now or anywhere

—

All your revenge is hopeless. Do forget

—

There is no help.

Keith {aside, to one You lost that evidence

of them.) That I collected with such care.

{He moves away sadly.)

The Man {aside, to I said
one of the men). That I had lost it—anything to hold

His hopeless perseverance!—It is safe,

Though, I think, worthless: not a word to him.
His doctor says that he must rest, or else

He'll grow demented.
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Keith {returning)

A Friend (with a
shrug)

.

A Friend.

A Friend.

Keith.

He was my best friend;

And he was murdered, butchered, stabbed and
stabbed

!

I saw his poor torn body bruised and gashed

—

Each wound pleads for my pity. There he lav

Upon the slab in that dark, shivering morgue

—

He cries out for revenge ! My every breath

Swears me to do him this last service now

—

Until I die—to search that villain out.

I'll smile again when he is hanged ! I'll work
Minute on minute, hour on hour, if I

Live for a hundred years, till I find him
And bring that brute to justice.—You shall see.

We can't do anything.

He may collapse.

His mind may fail him.

But he may succeed.

I shall not rest till I discover him. . . .

{He walks away, followed by the others. There is darkness.)



Scene VI.

(// is late at night. Keith is visible on the screen. He limps

forward on to the stage, followed by two or three friends and by some
strangers as well. He is obviously very weak. Leaning against the

side of a house, he collapses to the ground in a faint. A stranger

produces a large flask and holds it to Keith's mouth.)

A Spectator. Give him some brandy.

Another. Give him. more. He's sick.

An Acquaintance. He cannot sleep or eat. He's had no rest

For weeks on weeks.

Keith {with relish, thickly). Some more!

( Then rousing himself, but speaking as in a

dream.)
Well, who is here

Can thwart me? I'm above all fear of death

—

I know what death is! No man can escape

Life—never, though he die a million times,

As I die always! My best friend was killed,

A man so true and honest that I swear
The brute that killed him must betray himself

By his deformity of face and act;

So monstrous and repellant that he must
Reveal himself, I'll swear—I tell you all

My friend and I were bound by every truth;

And he was murdered

One Man {to another). He is quite obsessed.

A Friend. It's all so true. They had been life-long friends.

Another. We'll get him home.
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Another.

A Stranger.

Keith {revived)

A Friend.

Another.

Someone.

Keith {shivering)

Or to some hospital

Where they can make him sleep.

That's what he wants.

No. I'm all right. Now I'm alive again!

I can go on now! Give me more—more drink!

More and yet more, and I'll forget some things,

Remembering others.—Let us laugh to-night

—

Laugh, I can laugh—

•

He's very sick.

He is.

He must have sleep.

O I'm undone ! My days

Gasp withering like a dying man's last breath.

Give me more drink, more, more, and always
more,

Till I remember—what? We'll see. We'll see.

I'll know who killed him ! O I'll find him out !

—

From now, until I find him, I shall drink. . . .

I'm filled with new life and new strength! . . .

{He stands up).

At last

!

I know that I shall soon discover him.

{He holds out his hand for the flask, seizes it, and drains it. He
walks away, the others following him; and all fade away on the screen,

lost in the darkness.)



Scene VII.

(// is the scene of the murder. Keith, facing the mirror, is the

centre of a group of men. Four or five friends, and three or four
strangers, have gathered around him, their demeanour expressive of
their vain attempts to soothe him. He seems in some way fascinated

by the mirror, moving away from it and then coming back again'

shaking of his friends as they plead and remonstrate with him. Occa-
sionally some belated traffic is visible on the screen. Toward the end

of the scene, a crowd collects in the distance. The men from time to

time interact between stage and screen.)

A Friend. He's been half mad with drink these three days
past.

A Stranger. He's overworked and worried.

A Friend. Quite worn-out.

A Friend. Exhausted, broken

—

He is half insane.

A Friend. O all of us are mad

—

A Friend. Quick, hold him now I

A Friend. His horror is infectious. I myself
Feel carried past myself, just hearing him.

Keith {exclaiming There, there's the murderer!
suddenly).

(His jerky perambulations have again brought him near the
mirror. He halts abruptly.)

A Friend. Come, we'll help you home.
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Keith {remonstrating

angrily). You all conspire to cross me—There he is!

I got another glimpse of his vile face— . . .

There he is now 1 See him—see him—there !

{He has moved away from the mirror.)

Now he has vanished. . . .

A Stranger. Can't we drug him here?
Then take him home?

Keith {half to himself). O what is this black rage

That makes the whole world red, inflaming me?
I cannot bear it

—

A Friend {pointing at Keith; his

voice expressing his alarm )

.

Hold him ! Hold him

!

Keith {loudly; frantically). There!
I see him—there! I'll choke, I'll crush, I'll

kill,—

Myself, I'll kill the man who killed my friend!

O he was murdered, murdered!
A Friend {nodding;

to someone
near him). Yes. I knew Mark. . . .

A Friend. Yes. Keith and he were like twin shadows. . . .

{Keith has moved away from the mirror again. He betrays

an extreme agitation, which is intermittently delirious, and alternates

with a spasmodic relief ; his mind flickering with his fleeting emotions.)

Keith {suddenly; his tone keenly but very remotely reminiscent;

speaking fearfully). Stars,

Stars everywhere, and blood, and this black

night,

This everlasting night which will not end!

{He sways, reeling; then, wildly)

Mark, Mark, where are you?
{His mouth gapes. He peers around.)
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A Friend. Do not let him fall. . . .

A Stranger. What can we do now? . . .

Keith {abruptly;

with childish surprise)

.

Why, he is not here!

A Friend. This is the crisis, surely ....

Keith (horrified). He's not here!

(He shudders profoundly. Then, gazing up and down, he gra-

dually and partially recovers himself.

)

Keith. I had forgotten something. ... I don't know. . . .

A Friend. Won't you come home, Keith?

Keith [shiftily). Give me just one drink.

A Friend. When you're in bed, yes.

A Stranger. He seems better now.

Keith {leering at

thern)

.

I've got some brandy here.

{With legs planted apart he manages to steady himself. He
takes a large flask from his pocket and holds it up gloatingly. Then

he tilts hack his head and drinks.)

A Friend {remon-
strating angrily)

.

Don't, don't.

Keith {gulping down
the raw spirit)

.

There are

A thousand mouths in me that thirst for this!

A Friend. We should have searched him.

A Stranger. He is hopeless.

A Friend. Quite.

A Friend. He's worse than dead.

Keith {in a dazed
tone). I know poor Mark is dead

—
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{whispering) .

A Stranger.

A Friend.

A Stranger.

Keith {monoton-
ously; gently)

{ then wildly

)

A Stranger.

A Friend.

Keith.

{pointing)

Though he is dead I seem to hear his voice

As if he'd spoken not one moment since.

His words and gestures just before he died,

I seem to hear and see them. . . .

He' s msane.

Not altogether.

Listen.

If he had
Died peacefully in his bed, I would have smiled,

Shaken his hand, and kissed his cold, damp,
brow;

And felt my sorrow then, half happiness. . . .

I wish I'd seen him once before he died:

I had not seen him, not for weeks and weeks.
His death has riven open my hot flesh,

There's all hell all around me

!

Hold him there!

We'll have to bind and gag him.

My red brain

Is peopled with a million ghastly shapes;

Swarms of foul faces—living, yet long dead

—

Crowd, crowd upon me : hear them, how they

laugh

!

See how they mock my torture ! How they surge,

Surge through my veins, here now, then there

and—here !

—

Mad, mad each one of them ! They gibber at

My pain, and clutching at me, all at once

Snap the big world between us—yet they don't.

Don't budge : they keep inside me. . . . Where
is Mark? . . .

O he was struck, struck down ! I feel his pain
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A Stranger

A Friend.

Keith.

Strike, strike me too!—and his dead rage is

mine,

It burns, it burns me

!

He has lost himself. . . .

The man is quite distracted. . . .

I can feel

His hot blood drumming, drumming in my ears 1

My horror and my rage and my despair

Throb, throb one word—and that is my revenge !

I'll find that murderer, I shall strangle him,

I'll break him utterly!—I'll shut him off

From all far hope of immortality,

Quenching my life with his!

{He halts, confronting the mirror, which is some distance from
him. His eyes are fixed upon his own image. He slowly raises his

hand, pointing at it.)

A Friend. He's lost himself. . . .

A Stranger. His limbs are tense and rigid

—

A Stranger. He is consumed
With his inebriate anger. . . .

Keith {magnificent in his mad despair). Wait. You'll see

How I shall seize him, clutch him, throttle him

—

( There is a momentary tone of hope in his voice.)

Unless you all restrain me—Pity me! . . .

He killed my friend ! Again—there ! See him
—there

!

God, how he glares upon me with hot eyes,

For he's in hell and I will keep him there. . . .

I'll thrust him down again ! My hatred shall

Be his eternal terror! No—not God
Could make me spare him ! Every torture known
Shall flay and scourge him.

—

{relapsing)

{ his rage return-

ing)
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A Friend. He is mad with drink. . . .

Keith. I'll match myself against the world in this,

To vindicate my friendship.

( then again There he is 1

violently). Seize him.

{He slips away from his friends, who vainly

try to hold him.)

A Friend (catching

at Keith). He quite eludes me.

{His frenzy has made Keith strangely agile.)

Keith {almost shrieking)

.

There again!

A Stranger. He laughs in desperation. . . .

Keith. Let me go!

A Friend. Hold him! {He grasps at Keith, who leaps

away from him.)

A Friend. O hold him closely

!

{His friends, their eyes upon his face, shrink from him as if

horrified. He moves stealthily toward the mirror, staring at his own
reflection.)

Keith {with forced^

terrible energy). Now at last

!

Your eyes on mine, they will not flinch, I know . .

So—I advance toward you, breath by breath. . . .

O foul assassin, now your eyes are set

Upon your doom ! Pause while I pause 1

{He waits for a moment, his fingers fumbling.
He throws back his head, laughing.)

All you
Good people look, and hear me—There he is!

{He moves up to the mirror, almost touching it.)

There is the murderer, there!—You see him,

there! ....
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{He stands staring at his reflection in the mirror.

He suddenly recoils, shuddering, his hands to his

eyes, as if blinded.)

God! {startled, and in the utmost dread.)

God! {pleadingly.)

God! {sobbing. He turns, confronting the

audience. Then, his husky voice barely

above a whisper:)

It was I who killed him ! . . . I . . . .

{His friends approach him. The crowd, visible in the distance

on the screen, can be seen rushing toward them. He stands stock-still,

limp and immovable. The crowd overflows from the screen on to

the stage. There is the clamour of many voices. Keith stands still,

gaping at the audience, aghast, and in despair. Gradually the dark-

ness increases, obliterating everything.)

Curtain.
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